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IMPROVED ACTIVATION CROSS SECTIONS FOR VANAGiIJM AND TITANIUM

Douglas W. MUIR and Edward D. ARTHUR

Theoretical Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los A!amos, New Mexico, U.S.A.

Vanadium alloys such as V-20Ti and V-Cr-Ti are attractive candidates for use as struL”tural

materials in fusion-reactor blankets. The virtual absence of long-lived activation products in
these alloys sdggest the possibility of reprocessing on an Intermediate time scale. We have
employed the modern Hauser-Feshbach nuclear-model code GNASH to calculate cross sections for
neutron-activation reactions in 60V and slv, to allow a more accurate assessment of induced
radioactivity in vanadium al”loys. in additfon, cross sections are calculated for the reactions
4eTi(n,2n) and a~Ti(n,2n) in order to estimate ti>e production Of 44Ti, a lt2-MeV 9amma-raY

source with a half-l if? of 47 years.

1! INTRODUCTION

!.’anadium elloys (such as V-20Ti and V-Cr-

Ti) are attractive candidates for use as struc-

tural materials in fusion-reactor blankets both

because of good mechanical properties at high

temperatures and because of favorable activa-

tion characteristics. 1
The virtual absence2 of

long-lived neutron-activation products of

vanadium, titanium, and chromium suggests the

possibility of reprocessing and recycling

vanadium-alloy blanket. components after reason-

ably short cooling times (perhaps 20-50 years).

As disc~$sed fn Sections 3 and 4, we have

used the nuclear-model code GNASH to calculate

cross sections for several neutron-activation

reactions illvanadium and t{tanium, In urder to

allow ~n accurate assessment of induced radio-

activity in the time scal~ of interest for r@-

cyclfng, nam?ly, 1 to 100 years. 111addition,

w@ hav? reviewed the avaflable d?cay data for

the radlonuclldes produced,

2> CA1CULATIONS OF RADIOACTIVITY INDUCED IN

V-201 1

If one assumes that the noble-gas activa-

tion product 42Ar (ti = 33 y) can b~ rcmovs!d,

for @xample by hcat{ng, cmd {f on~ further as-

sumes that the activation of imp~riti~s can b?

neglected, thef) the ganwws-ray dose near an

irradiated blanket compment manufactured from

V-20Ti will be dominated, in the first few

years after ramoval from the reactcr, by x-rays

and internal bremsstrahlun~ photons fro~ 49V

(t+ = 0!9C y). After several years, most of

the dose will come from bar/J gamma rays from

‘Ti !t4 = 47 y). A summary of the decay

properties of these two nucl ides is g“lven in

Table I, alOnO ufth the releva?]t 14,1-MeV

production cross sectfons calculated with

GNASH

For radloact{vity calculations, we have

adopted an operating scenario In which a first

wall of V-20T1 alloy fs frrad{ated at a neutron

wall Ioadfng of 10 fW/,’12for a period, t, of

two year$ (SW? Ref, 2), ‘ihr heutron source is

assumed 10 be uniformly distributed ov@r a

plasm region whfch txtends from the center of

a cylindrical vacuum vessel out to ~ plasma

radius r , assumed to be equal Lo O*7 times the

first wa~l radius rw, For th{s value of rp/rw,

and independent of the actual wall radius, the

flux ot unscatttr~d 14,1-NeV ,outrons ●rriving

at the first wall will be 1,69 tim~s th~ 141-

MQV neutron current, wh,ch at 10 NW/mz it 444

Y 1014 n/cm2 scc The ffrst-wall uncollid~d

flux, O, is then 7,50 x 10”4 n/cm2 SQC As

shown in S@ction 4, ●ll of th~ p-oductlon r@ac-

tions of fnt~rost h~rc hav~ high thresholds



.

and steeply rising excitation functions. Be-

cause of this, it is a reasonable approximation

here to calculate radionuclide production rates

fram $ alone, ignoring the contribution from

lower-energy scattered Ilautrons.

lABLE 1.

Activation and Decay Data for V and Ti

49V

44Ti

Cross Section at 14,1 MeV

51V(n,2n) 0.524 b

50V(n,2n) 0.692 b
46

Ti(n,2n) 0.0124 b
A5

Ti(n,2n) 0.0926 b

Photons
Half Lifa Photon Enerqy Per Oecay

0,90 y - 300 keVa - o.0003b

4.5 keVc 0.196

47 y 2.656 MeV 0.001

1.499 Mev 0.009

1.157 Mev 0.999

aInternal bremsstrahlunk accompanying ●lectron
capture. The spectrum is a broad continuum
extending from O up to 616 kcl!, (See Ref. 3,)

bAbsolute intensity estfmated from Lq, (8) ~f
Pef. 4,

cPrivate communications frcm ~, K, Tull and 0,
C, Kocher,

In th. approximation, at the Qnd of the ir-

radiation, the ratio of
49V to infttal totdl

vanadium atoms

+ 0,0025 x

will be

(051 ~ t) x (050$j x 0.636

(050$ t) x 01510 ,

wher~ the first tontr{butfon results from Lho

two-stap process (51V+50V*49V), while tho

srcond results from direct production fr~m

th~ 0,25% abundant 50V {n natural vanadfum,

The fractions 0.636 and 0,510 are the respec-

tive probabilities that a
49 V atom born during

the reactor irradiation will survive until the

end of irradiation in thesa two production

modes. Inserting nunerical values from Table

I, we obtain

@ =302x10-4
,

‘v “

with about 86% of the 49V atoms

the two-step process,

Similarly, the ratio of 44Ti

tial total titanium atoms is

(1)

resJlting from

atoms to ini-

calculated as

’44— = 0.032 x (046 @ t) ~ (045 $ 145) ,
‘T i

45
where I45, the average lifetime of a Ti atom,

iS 1.6C x 104 S. Again inserting numerical

values, wu obtain

~=
5,37X 10-11,

‘T i

In spite of th~ very low qamma-ray

from 49V d~cays, it Is clear fl’om the

Eqs. (1) and (2) that, at ●arly times,

(2)

ntensity

esults In

49V will

dominate 44 Ti as a source of en?rgetic gamma

rays, It is also clear that, mfter about ten

years of storage,
44

T{ will domin?te

It is of interest t.n ●valuate the ganvna-ray

dose rat~ ●t the surfac~ of a large, thick

she~t of V-2OTi alloy. A useful f{)rm(jla for

this is given in Ref. 2,

Oosp (R/h) = 6.57 x 10”5 I ;a S1 $ , (3)

all yllnes m

where ~a is the en~rg.y absorptiof~ coefflcl,’~t

of mfr (cm2 g-l), pm is th~ lln~sr attenuet,on



coefficient of the alloy (cm* g-l), S~ iS th<

rate of gamma-ray ●nergy emission per unit mass

(Mev g-l s-l), and B is the gamma-ray dose

build-up factor, a number around 2. At late

times, this result will be dominated by the

1,16-MeV gamma-ray from ‘Ti. Substituting the

appropriate values in Eq. (3), we obtain the

late-time dose rate,

#ose = 2-t/47 x 2.25 mR/hour ,

where t is measured in years.

This level of radiation is about aqual to

the limit set by the U.S. government for radia-

tion workers (1250 mrem in any 3-month period).

While certainly not negligible, it probably

would not present a serious obstacle to perform-

ing industrial operations, such as fabrication,

with recvcled V-20Ti. Of course, a definitive

statement regarding the feasibility of recy-

cling cannot be made here, since we have not

included the dose from the activation of impuri-

ties.

3, CROSS-SECTION CALCULATIONAL HETHuDS

In order to obtain the activation cross sec-

tions used in this study, we employ~d the

GNASH5 multistep Hauser-Feshbach nuclear model

cod~, This COQ* handles complicated react;on

chains and incorporates r)hysics feat~lres, such

as preequilibrium ●mission, nects$ary to ade-

quet.ely describe 14-McV rio~tron interactions

with nuclei, Howev@r, to utilfze such a code

effectively, {nput paramet~rs must ba d*ter-

mlned using a wide va-iety of data sourc~s,

not just those directly rr teted to the calcu-

lat.ional problem of int.?rest, For ●xample, ttw

theo~wtical description o~ nsutron emission

requ]res mnowledge of neutron trtnamission co-

efficients over ●n ●xtmdcd ~ner~ range

(-,)>1-?0,0 M@ V), These we cclcuiete using

r,ptical model parameters obtained by simul-

taneous fits to resunance data (a- and p-wave

strangth~, scattering radii6), as well as total

and ●lastic cross sections. We followed such a

procedure to fit data pertinent to the titanium

and vanadium isotopes of interest here and the

resulting neutron optical parameters appear in

Table 11.

We likewise followed a similar procedure for

charged particle transmission coefficients. We

began with global parameter sets”e and ad-

justed them to optimize agraement with experi-

uenta 1 data, principally elastic-scattering

●ngular distributions and nonelastic cross sec-

tions, The resulting parameters were further

validated through (ptn) and (u,n) cross-section

calculations for nearby nuclei, Since several

of the nuclei of interest to this study exhibit

significant amounts of neutron-induced charged-

particle emfssion, the proper behavior of these

transmission coefficients is ●ssential to the

corract theoretical description of such proc-

●sse;, particularly (n n?) reactions,

Indep#ncient dats ware likewise used iII the

determination of the remaining input param-

●ters, in particular, the gamma-ray strength

function ●nd the nuclear level density, For

the ~tr~ngth function, we assumed a giant-di-

pole resonance shapeg and normalized it to

reproduce (n,y) cros- sections for several

nuclei in this mass region The form of the

nuclear level density was tak@n tc be that

#ive,l by the Gilbert-Cameron model.
10 This

model was utilized in conjunction with the

maximum amount of discrete nucl~ar level infor-

metion]l avaflabls for each residu~l nucleus

occurring in the reaction sequmce, To deter-

m{na tho pertinent model parameters, we $imul-

+,enaouslj fitted data for the cl~ul~tive number

of levels occ~’-ring at a given ●xcitation

smergy as WQ1l as av.silable t-wave resonance-

spacinfi infommtion,
6



TA8LS II
Neutron Optical Parameters Obtafned
for Titanium and Vanadium Isotopes*

r a—.
v = 49.46 - 0.19?E 1.261 0.6

‘VOL = -0.544 + 0.39E 1.261 0.6

‘so = 6.2 1.12 0.47

Wso = 3.975 + 0,074E 1.364 0.42

for En>6 MeV

‘SD = 4.419 - o,l(E-6) 1.364 0.42

v = 48.86 --o.43~ +
n nnnarx“. “---- 1 999A, . . . 0.6076

‘VOL = -0.207 + 0.253E 1..292 0,6076

‘so = 6.2 1.12 0.47

‘Sll = 4.91 + 0.074E 1.3685 0,429

for En>6 MeV

‘SD
= 5.354 - 0.17(E-6) 1.3685 0.429

*All well depths in NeV; geometrical parameters
in fermis.

As a ffnal preparatory step in our calcula-

tional effort, we computed direct-reaction con-

trtbut{ons to neutron Inelastic scattering

cross sectfons from collective levels using the

Distorted Wave Born Approximation (OWflA), Such

cont)lbut{ons ●re Important ovtr the energy

rang? of Interest and cannot be described using

Hau$er-Ftshbach or preoquilfbrfum models, To

determine the defomat.fon parameters n~cossary

for normal {zatfon of the WBA results, we us@d

values12’13 obtaln~d from proton inelastic

scattering measuromtnts,

4. CROSS-SECTION RESUIIS

W~th thcss pr~parations complote, w pro-

c~eded to cro~s-stctlon calculations on 45’46Ti
●nd 50,51

V, some rusults of which ●ppear in

fig. 1. Calculated M Ti(n,2n) cross sections

(solid curve) ●re compared to data14 in the

●nergy range from threshold to 16 MeV. The

●greement is good, especially considering that

no attempt has been made to optimize the calcu-

lations to this partic~lar reaction. Within

this ener~ range the theoretical cross section

for the (n,2n) reaction involves only popula-

tion of discrete levels in
45

Ti so that the

proper ●nergy behavior of neutron transmission

coefficients is essential for realistic re-

sults. Equally important is the proper descrip-

tion of competing reactions, particularly thos~

involving charged-particle emission, since they ‘

~ci~in~tp for this target nucleus. The calcula-

tions simultaneously reproduce such data well,

as illustrated in Fig. 2 where a comparison is

made to the Ti proton spectrum 15 Induced by

15-MeV neutrons. The aqreement is particularly

s!gn!ficant in the low-energy portion oi the

spectrum, since thi$ reg~on encompasses protons
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FIGURt 10

Calculated tk,4GTi(n,2n) value$ er? comp~red to
.xp@rfm@ntal data,jt Th@ dashed cilrve r~pre-
sents 4hTi results while the tol{d curve indi-
cates similar cross sections for 4nll(n,2n)
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FiGURE 2.
The calculated proton ●mission spectrum fn-
duced !)v 15-bfeV neutrons on 46Ti is comoared
to expe;tmental data,lb
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FIGURE 3,
Calculated ‘tV(n,2n) (solid curve) and ‘“v(n,zn)
(dashed curv~) cwss a~ctfons ar~ corap~lt~)to
available .nporim@ntal resultsla (for ,

from the (n,np) process, that compete directly

with the (n,2n) reaction. Returning to Fig. 1,

the dashed curve shows the predicted bebdvior

of the (n,2n) reaction on the unstable (t
14gT;

3.08 h) 45Ti target nucleus. Although the

(n,2n) threshold lf~s significantly lower than

for 46Ti(n,2n), the 14-MeV cross section is

still fairly small (less than 100 rob), because

of sizable competition from charged-part ’cie

emission.

Figure 3 compares calculated (n,2a) cross

sections with data14 available for naturally-

occurring vanadium isotopes. In thfs instance,

neutron ●mission is the dominant reaction mech-

anism rather than charged-particle emission as

was the case previously for 45’46Ti. [We did,

however, compare our calculations with measured

values of 51V(n,p) and (n,a) reactions where we

found agreeme~t on the order of 10%, even

though cross-section magnitudes were sma 11

compared with (n,2n) values, ] For such (n,2n)

reactions the calculations ●re dominated by

transitions to discrete levels in the
49,50V

residual nuclei, so again a realistic low-

●nergy description of the neutron transmission

coefficients is important, The dashed curve

illustrates the calculated
50

V(n,2n\ cross

section for which no ●xperimental data exists,

Its threshold lies about 2 Ph?k’Iowcr than for
51V(n,2n), but around 14-MeV the crois s?ctions

are comparable.

5. CONCLU51ONS

These ●xamples illustrate the use of .smod-

@rn nuclear r@action code such as GNALH to cal-

culate activation cross oections important for

fusion reactor ●pplications, These results

also illustrate th~t, wfth proper car- in

param@ter determination, realistic theoretical

cross sections can be obtained ●ven {n the case

of ●inor reaction paths. Such calculations can

ther~by bc used w{th confidence to provide

nuclefir data in instances where ●xperimental
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measurements are difficult (such ●s on a rare

isotope) or totally impractical, as !n cases

involving unstable tarfwts.
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